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We are at the end of term 2 and I can see the leap in development since the beginning of 
the year. The children are now gaining that sense of belonging to the kinder group, the 
knowledge that we are all in this together trusting that kinder is a place where we are safe, 
free to learn and make friends. This culture of caring and respect underpins the essence of 
the programme. In that it allows us to nurture the emotional well-being of each child so 
they are free to experience the joy and wonder of kinder.  

Through the relationship with others in the group the children learn from one another, life 
skills, how to listen to each other, how to empathise, how to make a connection with 
others, to practice patience and fairness. Our aim as educators is to provide the children 
with many opportunities for self-directed uninterrupted play along with environments 
which are rich in possibilities for interaction, collaboration and learning. 

In the art programme we introduced the children to clay. “Clay comes from the earth 
ancient and organic. It smells cool and dark clay requires muscle. It is an invitation to the 
centuries old tradition of working with the earth.” Anne Pelo 
The children have loved making forms they can squeeze, pummel and poke.  It allows the 
children to view their work in a three dimensional form. They can see they have made 
something with a front, a back, sides and a bottom.  This medium extended their creative 
thinking and the work they produced was thoughtful.  It is important to offer clay for a 
lengthy period so the children get used to working with it and develop skills, so next term 
we will continue offering this experience. 

The therapy of art benefits all, and l am in an enviable position of observing this first hand. I 
am able to see your young children become immersed in the creative process, where they 
are totally employed in another level of consciousness, where the brain is connected to the 
process of creating, designing, interpreting, observing, filtering information and making 
decisions. The involvement in this process allows the child to escape to a place of great 
learning and the work that is produced is evidence of this. In order to become involved in 
this creative process and gain the benefits it takes a level of commitment and it also takes 
practice and repeated experience.   

The children have been enjoying dramatic play in the home corner and have been involved 
in cooking, feeding, bedding and comforting the dolls. In this area they have an opportunity 
to try out one’s own identity and that of others, and get a chance to explore different points 
of view as they play and learn. The children are able to create many varied scenarios, extend 
their play and imaginative capabilities, and work cooperatively with others or individually.  



Outside is the perfect place to provide a rich sensory oriented programme. We provide a 
constant supply of loose materials such as sand, water, dirt, bark and leaves. This allows the 
children a wealth of provision to explore and make discoveries. The running water supply is 
still imperative in their play, even though weather is cold and wintery. We encourage the 
children to be mindful of their water play so they are not getting wet, ie crouching instead 
of sitting on wet sand. We have also got wet weather pants and gum boots. 

Thank you for the parent chats this is such a worthwhile opportunity to exchange 
information, ideas and thoughts. We believe this is a partnership with families and we thank 
you for your positive feedback and insights. 

It is with this in mind that l look forward to an exciting third term, including plans for a  
Special Visitor’s Day.  

I take this opportunity to wish you an enjoyable break and l look forward to sharing another 
amazing term together. 

Suzanne and Yukie 

 

  


